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[Answer any lra questions from GroupA attd afly rftree questions ftom GroupB;
Separate answer script must be used for Group-A and Group-B;
Figures in the right-hand margin indicate full marks.]

Groun-A

l.a) Define viewing co-ordinate systems and normalized device coordinate system.

b) What is clipping? Describe the Cohen-Sutherland algorithm for line clipping.

c) Let R be the rectangle window whose lower left comer is at L(1,2) and the upper right comer is at
R(9,8). Clip the line segments CD, GH, and IJ using Cohen-Sutherland algorithm, where the
coordinates C(3,7), D(3"10), G(6,6), H(8,9), I(-1,7) and J(I1,1) are given.

2.t . Define tilting as a rotation about the x-axis'followed by a rotation about the y-axis:
(i) Find tlre tilting mahix.
(ii) Does the order of performing the rotation matter?

b) Find a transformation l, which aligls a given vector V with the vector K along the positive z-axis.

c) What do you understand by Composite Transformation? Illustrate the concept by taking a suitable
example of your choice.

3.a) Describe transfonnation of3-D objects.
b) Write a 3-D rotation matrix about x, y, and z-axis. Show that order ofrotation does not perform

the same result.
c) Find the normalization transfornation that maps a window whose lower left comer is at (l,l) and

upper right corner is at (3,5) onto

i) a viewport that is the entire normalized device screen and

ii) a viewport that has lower left comer at (0,0) and upper right c omer (ll2,ll2).
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4.a)
b)
c)

5.a)

b)
c)

Groun-B

Shortly describe the variations of orthographic projection.

!_efme Projection. Distinguish between perspective and parallel projection.
Find the new coordinates ofa unit cube after applying a cabinet irojection with €-450.

what is Hidden-Surface Removal? what steps are required to determine whether any given point
Pr(xr,yr,zr) obscures another point Pz (xz,yz,a)?
Describe the Z-buffer algorithm for hidden surface removal.
Using, a 2x2 prxel display, show how the Z-buffer algorithm would detemrine the color of each
pixel for the given objects A and B in fig. l.
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6.a)
b)
c)

7.a)
b)
c)

lirel <oartfu.res

Figwe I

Describe the recursive ray tracer algorithm.
What is the difference between a vector and a ray? Explain.
What is light? Write down its three physical propertiei and also their corresponding concepts with
reference to color.

Find the transformation for mirror reflection with respect to the Xy plane.
Describe the Phong model of liglrt reflection.
Find the perspective projection onto the view plane rd where the center ofprojection is the origin
(0,0,0).
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